#MuckFreeTruck

## Spread the word not the disease

Sign up to the Significant Diseases Charter
Plan your deliveries and prevent the spread of disease

---

### Visitors

**Don’t bring disease in on your boots**

- Park off-site and away from pigs
- Wear farm boots, new overshoes and clean overalls
- Always use the foot dips and wheel wash
- Keep to paths and office and away from pigs, unless essential

---

### Deliveries

**If you’re not clean on the day – prepare to be turned away**

- Stay at the perimeter, where possible
- If going on site, ensure wheel arches and foot wells are clean
- Wear clean overshoes
- Avoid contact with the pigs

---

### Deadstock

**Don’t let deadstock spread disease**

- Collect promptly from the perimeter
- Establish a line of separation
- Wash and disinfect containers every time
- Never re-enter the site following collection

---

### Abattoir

**Just 1 g of faeces can spread African Swine Fever**

- Always wash lorries thoroughly with Detergent—Degreaser—Disinfectant
- Promptly report any issues with the wash facilities

---
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